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Please contact Kelly Perkins or Debbie Taylor of the Bursar’s Office at 231-6277 for any questions regarding the AR
webreports.

Introduction
There are 3 Accounts Receivable Web reports to assist departments in managing their receivables:
Charge Balance Report: Displays outstanding balances for a group of receivables.
Charge and Payment Report for Departmental Users: Reports charges and associated payments by fiscal period
for a department by fund code.
Charge and Payment Report by Customer/Invoice: Summarily reports charges and associated payments by
fiscal period or inception to date by customer and invoice number.
In addition to these 3 webreports, departments can also run an aging analysis report (TZRAGNG) of
outstanding receivables. Access to this report is granted separately. The aging report, in tandem with the
Charge and Payment Report by Customer/Invoice, helps departments reconcile balances on the Banner
Accounts Receivable system to their own internal records.
Payments reported on the two Charge and Payment reports detail what has fed to Banner Finance in a given
fiscal period. These reports, in tandem with the Finance Transaction Detail - Operating Ledger webreport,
helps departments reconcile the revenue collected through the Banner Accounts Receivable system to the
Banner Finance System

Charge Balance Report
Reports the charges, the payments that were applied to these charges, and the net, or balance remaining for a
particular type of charge and/or for a particular group of students. For instance, the balance of tuition and fees
for all students enrolled in a particular campus can be retrieved. Or the balance owed by students assessed a
particular study abroad program fee can be viewed. Since the balance calculation depends on whether or not a
payment has fed to the Banner Finance system, there could be differences between what is seen on the report
and what is seen on a particular customer’s account in live Banner. But this is as much due to the fact that the
warehouse extract is always one day old as it is to the delays in batching payments to our Finance system.
The best use of this report is to provide a snapshot of what is yet to be collected for a type of charge and
student group.

Sample Input:
The following parameters would be entered to produce a report of Balances remaining for students participating
in the Summer 2007 trip for HTM to the European Studies Center. The program fee for this study abroad was
entered under AR Detail Code J135.

Parameters:
To the right of each field is a ‘Help’ button. ‘Help’ contains a recap of important information for each
parameter.
The report is designed to retrieve information for either a specific type of transaction, by detail code or by detail
category code, or to retrieve information for a like group of students, by residence code, campus, level, and the
like.
Most departments will simply use one of the first 2 parameters to make their selection (e.g. detail code).
1. Request a Type of Charge – Select Charge Category Code: If data on an entire group of accounts
receivable charges – for instance all of the Outreach charges (category CEC) or all of the Chemistry Department
charges (category CHE), you may enter one or more of these categories here.
2. Request of Type of Charge – Select Charge Detail Code: If, instead, data on one particular charge – for
instance Study Abroad France (detail code F074), you may enter one or more of these detail codes here.

Parameters 3. Through 7. request specific Student groups: Parameters 3 through 7 (student rate, student
degree, student campus, student level and student residency) are optional. These parameters will select charges
for specific student types, or will refine the detail code or category code selection criteria above
8. Enter Term: This parameter is required. You must enter the 6 digit term code here (e.g. 200801). If you
are not sure of the term, enter the word ALL.
9. Restrict to Balance <> 0: Click this checkbox parameter if you only wish to see outstanding balances, e.g.
who has not yet paid for their upcoming study abroad charges.
10. Detail, Summary or Both.

Departmental Charge and Payment Report
Reports Accounts Receivable activity for a specific Fund, Account, Organization, Charge Category, Charge
Detail Code or any combination thereof. It can be run for any type of transaction processed through the
University’s central Accounts Receivable and Billing System for which the user submitting has access to view.
It has been specifically formatted to help with the monthly Finance Fund Reconciliation process. Finance
Document, departmental invoice or reference number, and Finance posting date for payments are displayed in
the detail report, in addition to customer number and transaction description.
Finance activity for a single month, consecutive months, quarterly periods or months in different fiscal years
can be selected.
Detail transactions can be sorted by POSTING date (date revenue was posted to the Fund), EFFECTIVE date
(date of the charge), NAME (Customer Last/Business name) or ID (Customer Account number).
More information on the parameters follows.

Sample Input:
The following parameters would be entered to retrieve activity for June 2008 for Department of Chemistry
Service centers, category ‘CHE’:

Parameters:
1. Calendar Month and Year: select the month(s) you wish to report against. Do this by scrolling through
the list and highlighting the appropriate month/year with a click of the mouse. Currently, dates going back to
July 1998 are displayed. However, no data will be available for dates prior to May 2000. This date corresponds
with the date Banner Accounts Receivable went ‘live’. A single month or multiple months can be selected.

If you select ‘Current’ as your reporting option, this will always correspond to the Month/Year for which the
report is being submitted. If you select ‘Prior’ as your option, this will always correspond to the Month and
Year, one month before the report is being submitted.
2. MTD/YTD: select a time period/interval for this report. MTD (Month to Date) will report only transactions
in the Calendar Month selected above. YTD (Year to Date) will report all transactions for the Fiscal Year
through the Calendar Month selected above. This parameter allows the selection of multiple values. To select a
second value, press the CTRL key while clicking on the value. To select a range of values, press the SHIFT key
while clicking on the first and last values of the desired range.
This field will only need a value if a value was placed in Option 1.
3. Finance Fund Code(s): These are the Fund Codes associated with each Accounts Receivable Detail Code
for your charge activity. This option can be used in conjunction with any of parameters 4 – 7 that follow, but if
you do not enter value(s) here, you must enter value(s) for at least one of the others. Enter the value in the
field to the right.
4. Finance Account Code(s): If your department uses particular account codes to designate a type of activity,
this parameter can be used to narrow your report accordingly. This option can be used in conjunction with any
of parameters 3 - 7, but if you do not enter value(s) here, you must enter value(s) for at least one of the others.
This Account Code is used to track activity within Funds. Enter the Account Code in the field to the right.
5. Finance Organization Code(s): each department within the University is assigned a unique Organization
Code. This option can be used in conjunction with any of parameters 3 - 7, but if you do not enter value(s)
here, you must enter value(s) for at least one of the others. Enter the value in the field to the right.
6. Accounts Receivable Detail Code(s): each charge assigned to the University’s Central Receivable system
is associated with a 4-character grouping code known as a detail code. Again, you may value code(s) here by
themselves or along with Fund code(s), Account code(s), Organization Code(s) or Category Code(s). Detail
codes by and large map to single Funds/Accounts and Organizations, but there are several exceptions especially
when charges are in collection status.
7. Accounts Receivable Charge Category Grouping(s): each Detail Code is grouped by a 3-character
Category Code. For instance Library-type charges are grouped under category LS, Continuing Education
charges under CEC. This option is shortcut for departments who have Accounts Receivable transactions that
cross many funds or organizations. Again, you may value code(s) here by themselves or along with Fund
code(s), Account code(s), Organization code(s) or Detail Code(s).
8. Indicate Academic Term? If you would like to view the term code associated with the transaction,
particularly if semester-based charges are involved, highlight Y here. Most departmental charges are not termbased.
9. Type of Report: Detail Reports show transactions within the main groups (Organization, Fund, Account,
Detail Category, Detail Code) by Customer ID/Name, reference number and date. Summary Reports will show
just the totals for these main groups.
10 11 and 12. Charges only, Payments Only or Both: Choose one of these parameters to indicate whether
you want just a report of the charges you entered during the fiscal period, or just a report of all the payments
posted to Banner Finance during the fiscal period, or both charges and any associated payments. Most
departments will benefit from choosing both, but these options exist due to the array of reconciliation methods
employed.

13. Sort Order: The 3 sort options, EFFECTIVE, POSTING, NAME and ID control the output on the Detail
report. The EFFECTIVE Date is the effective date of the charge. The POSTING date is the Date the charge
was entered into the Accounts Receivable System, or the date the payment revenue was recorded in the Finance
system. POSTING date is the date that drives transaction selection. Choose Name or ID to bundle charges and
payments together by customer, rather than sequentially ordering transactions by posting date.
14. Data File: you may select to have the report produced as a tab-delimited Data File by selecting a value of
'Y'. A Data File can be loaded into a spreadsheet for further manipulation or sorting. For instance, a sort by
Invoice Number may be needed.

Sample Output:
Here is a sample page from the Detail Report, showing Charge and Payment (Revenue) information for Fiscal
Period June 2008. This particular report was submitted for category “CHE”. All the funds and accounts with
charge and/or payment activity for this category and fiscal period are reported.
The Invoice number, assigned through the Departmental Invoicing process (TZADINV) is displayed. The sort
option for this report was NAME. This will keep charge and associated payment information bundled by
customer name.
Remember: the data selected depends on the Posted Date – this is the date that corresponds to the month/year
parameter. The posting date for charges is the date they are entered into Accounts Receivable, and the posting
date for payments is the date the revenue transaction actually posted to the Fund and Account.
The Customer ID has been covered for privacy.

Using the Departmental Charge and Payment report to reconcile with Banner Finance
Charges entered by departments into Banner AR or invoiced with the Banner AR Departmental Invoice do not
post to Banner Finance. The “posted date” on the Charge and Payment report is the date the charge is posted to
Banner AR.
When a charge is paid however, a revenue transaction will post to Banner Finance under the rule code ‘CR7’.
All CR7 transactions pertain to payments against Banner AR charges. The payments reported on the charge and
payment report will equal your Banner Finance transaction reports where the CR7 rule code is indicated.
Departments who maintain parallel databases of AR activity for their own internal recordkeeping are advised to
enter their charges with a document number that links the activity to their internal records. This document
number does not appear with the Banner Finance payment transaction, but will appear on the Charge and
Payment Report under Charge Document ID.
Departments who use the AR Departmental Invoicing System will see the invoice number posted in the Banner
Finance Document Reference number field (as well as on the Charge and Payment report under Invoice
Number.

Charge and Payment by Invoice and Customer Report
Reports receivable activity by the Invoice number generated with the TZADINV Departmental Invoicing
process. While the Departmental Charge and Payment report also indicates the invoice number where
applicable, Charge/Payment by Invoice and Customer shows less detail about particular payments and thus
more detail about the invoice as a whole. Most helpful in comparing the balances remaining by invoice to
department’s internal records. When used with the TZRAGNG aging report (which is also indexed by invoice
number), it provides a complete progress report on the collections of invoiced activity.

Sample Input:
The following parameters would be entered to retrieve activity for Oct 2008 YTD for the Nanoscale
Characterization and Fabrication Laboratory. Note that either fund(s) can be specified or an AR Charge
Category.

Sample Output:
Sample output for October 2008 YTD for the funds specified. The Entity Identifier (Banner ID) has been
masked for privacy. The default sort is by Entity Name, but invoice number is primary for this report. All
specific charges and applied payments for each invoice are bundled into one line item per invoice.
The sum of the payment amount on the report will match to the sum of the CR7-recorded revenue for the funds
specified for October 2008 YTD on the Finance Transaction Detail - Operating Ledger for the same period.
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